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Rhode Island Represents!
RIFGC members attending the New England Region Symposium in New Hampshire (and supporting Vera Bowen’s
installation as Director of New England Region) are pictured above. Left to right- Front Row: Sandi Tinyk, Cathy Moore,
Betty Ann Taylor. Back row: Vera Bowen, De Feldman, Sue Redden, BJ Stephens, Barbara Blossom, Karen Kestenberg and
Lynne Merrill

President’s Letter
“Autumn is a second spring when every
leaf is a flower.”
― Albert Camus
The leaves are turning bright orange,
yellow and red. It’s time for fall clean up
and planting your bulbs for spring
blooming. As you’re cutting back
shrubs, perennials and trees to make
room for new plants consider putting in
pollinator and butterfly gardens to help
increase the population of the mason
bees and monarch butterflies whose
numbers are dwindling.
The NGC has a project called the Million
Pollinator Garden Challenge. NGC has
been invited to be an Inaugural Network
Partner of the National Pollinator
Garden Network, recently formed to
help establish one million gardens to
assist in restoring critical pollinator

population recovery in the United States
(see gardenclub.org and then look under
Projects for more information). There
are many sizes and shapes a pollinator
garden can be; you can even register
your garden in the challenge so let’s try
and get Rhode Island to actively
participate in this program. It would also
be a good program to introduce into
your local schools.

As always it is a major endeavor to stage
a state flower show so lots of
participation is needed for volunteering
and entering. This is a great way to see
the show go from concrete to garden
splendor. Please join us.

Catherine D. Moore
President, RIFGC, Inc.

On another note, Candace Morgenstern,
Ann Huntoon, and I have been working
on the flower show for 2016 titled,
Spring…In Living Color! We are having
companion classes and challenge classes
in design along with an intense amount
of color. Artistic Crafts will channel the
fashion designer in you, Photography
will explore the beauty of nature and
Horticulture will have terrariums,
displays for club competition and an
Amaryllis Bulb Challenge for the
Presidents of each club. The RIFGC will
provide the bulb called “Purple Rain” for
this class.
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Art in the Garden
Picture Gallery
Our festive cocktail party in
September celebrated the 85th
anniversary of the Rhode Island
Federation of Garden Clubs with an
exhibition of artworks by RI artists,
complemented by floral arrangements
by our talented and creative designers.
We were joined by New England Region
Director Vera Bowen as well as National
Garden Club President Sandy Robinson.
We would particularly like to
thank Darcy Scott, Vera Bowen, Vicki
Iannuccillo, Sue Redden, Bernie Larivee,
Catherine Boisseau, and De Feldman for
their support in orchestrating this
fantastic event.
Additionally we would like to
acknowledge our talented floral
designers; Blakely Szosz, Vera Bowen,
Cindy Johnson, Sue Redden, Carol
Glanville, Barbara Blossom, Candace
Morgenstern, Ann Huntoon, De
Feldman, Laurie Santello, BJ Stephens,
Cathy Moore, Marjorie D'Angelis,
Priscilla DiMarco, and Vicki Iannuccillo.
And lastly we must recognize
the talented Rhode Island artists who
were featured in the show- we are so
very fortunate to have such a rich and
diverse group willing to lend a hand.
They include Alice Roy, Susan Escherich,
Kathy Thomas, Vicki Iannuccillo, Merlin
Szasz, Anthony Quinn, Kathleen Weber,
Renie Barrow, Suzy Ballenger, Debbie
Miller, Hank Gilpin, Boris Bally, Brian
Reardon, Henry Newell Cady, and
Stephan Brigidi.
Warmest regardsYour Anniversary Event co-chairs
Blakely Szosz and Sandi Tinyk
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entertainment- Holiday Memories
with Bob Colonna
Reserve tickets for $35 each through
Marnie Sandham
rifgc.marnie@gmail.com

Save the dates!

*Thursday, December 3: RIFGC
Board Meeting, 10:00AM at Roger
Williams Park Casino: social time
begins at 9:30.


If you have youth entries for
essay/poster contests you may
give them to Youth Chairperson
Sue Talbot

*Thursday, December 3: RIFGC
Holiday Luncheon 11:30 immediately
following the board meeting. Special

*Friday, January 15: Advance
registration in the Photography
Division of the February Flower
Show is required by January 15.
Classes will be filled in order of
registration. Send registration to
Sandi Tinyk,
sandi.tinyk7@gmail.com. Include
name, garden club, email address,
phone contact and class name and
number. The photography division is
open to members of RIFGC, Inc.
only.
*Wednesday, January 20: RIFGC
Design Study Group 9:30-noon at
the Amicable Church, 3736 Main St,
Tiverton with Candace Morgenstern
presenting.
*Thursday, January 28: RIFGC

Board meeting, 10:00AM at Roger
Williams Park Casino; social time
at 9:30.


Youth entries for Flower Show
and for photography are both
due.

*Monday, February 1: Philadelphia
International Flower Show with
Barrington Community School (trip
is March 10-11) payment due. For
details about the overnight getaway
please see page 18 of the BCS Fall
brochure or contact Sandi Tinyk 401245-0432
http://www.barrcommschool.com/
*February 18-21: RI Spring Flower &
Garden Show “Spring Fling”and
RIFGC Standard Flower Show
“Spring…In Living COLOR”





Tuesday, February 16, all
horticulture entries for the show
are due from 10:00 am - 2:00
pm. Artistic crafts are due from
2:00-6:00.
Wednesday, February 17, Design
entries will be received between
7:00 am and 9:30 am only.

Congratulations New England Region Awards – RI winners:
The Marie E. Lewis Conservation of Natural Resources Award……………………………………….Sogkonate Garden Club
For their ongoing environmental conservation –litter& debris pick up
Mary Louise Marks Smith FS Schedule Award (Clubs)………………………………………………………Gentian Garden Club
Quintessential Country …..A Study of Flora, Fauna, and Fancy
Mary Louise Marks Smith FS Schedule Award (States, Districts)…………………………..RI Federation of Garden Clubs
The Spirit of Adventure
Nancy H. Atwell Award for Outstanding Publicity………………………………………………..RI Federation of Garden Clubs
Articles printed in the RI Flower and Garden Show Supplement
The National Gardening Association Award…………………………………………………………………. Sogkonate Garden Club
For their continuing support of local schools, financing programs
Maria J. Nahom Table Design Award………………………………………………………………………………………….Sue Redden
For her colorful Exhibition Table “Blind Date” at the state show
Yearbook Award - Club 20-29 members 1st Place…………………………………………………………………Hameho Garden Club
Publicity Press Books - Small Club 29 members and under 2nd Place…………………………………Hameho Garden Club
Publicity Press Books – Extra –Large Clubs 100+ members 2nd Pace……………………………….Barrington Garden Club

BJ Stephens & Sue Redden, NER Awards Co-Chairs
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Beginners and Advanced Beginners
The group meets 4 times a year from 9:30-12:00 noon. You must be a member of a NGC or NGC
affiliated club to attend. Each session is $35. The only things you need to bring are clippers, paper
towel, a trash bag, and a desire to learn. Please contact co-chairs Marjorie DeAngelis
marjorie.d10@gmail.com or Linda Kirkpatrick lkirkpat@cox.net for more information regarding
the last two workshops.
 Wednesday, January 20th with Candace Morgenstern at the Amicable Church, 3736 Main
St. Tiverton. This workshop will explore design techniques to create a wearable fascinator,
using fresh and/or dried plant material, plus a little fun fabric and glitz for your unique look!
 Wednesday, April 6th with Ann Huntoon at the North Scituate Community Center on Rt
116. More information to come…

The garden has been put to sleep. What can we do now? We can
still reap pleasure from our gardens. Most of us have evergreen or
Coniferous plants. If we have pine cones, we can use them as well as
pieces of evergreen for holiday decorations.
If your club works with residents of elderly housing or nursing
homes, they, with your assistance, can create lovely centerpieces.
Small ornaments are inexpensive and can liven up the piece as can
pinecones. Children, as well, enjoy the results of their efforts. They can
even make small ornaments for the centerpieces which can also be
shaped as trees.
As in summer, we can bring the bounty of our gardens inside to
enjoy and to decorate our homes. We can also share the fruits of our
labors as we did when the warm weather nurtured our flowers.
Rochelle Kieron
Garden Therapy Chairman
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Award
Opportunities for
Youth of All Ages:
At the Federation Meeting on
September 28, you may have
heard me talk about the youth
contests that Federation is
supporting. Your club may have
already signed up to sponsor The
Smokey Bear/ Woodsy Owl Poster
Contests for youth in your area.
However, I want to explain the
poster contests and the three
other contests that Federation
offers one more time. All of the
activities are educationally based
and concern the environment and
nature.
National Garden Clubs provides
many educational opportunities
through competitions for the
youth at the pre-school,
elementary, middle and high
school level. Current contests are:


Smokey Bear / Woodsy
Owl Poster Contest
First through fifth grade students
are invited to demonstrate
through original drawings of
Smokey Bear or Woodsy Owl their
understanding of fire prevention
and basic environmental
conservation principles. The

Grand Prize National Poster
Winner will win a free round-trip
airfare and accommodations for
four to Washington, DC. $50 will
also be awarded to the First Place
National Winners from each grade
level sponsored by National
Garden Clubs. Entries should be
brought to the January 28
meeting or earlier. All youth
participants will receive a goodie
bag in the Spring.
 High School Essay Contest
The contest is open to all High
School Students. A $1000
National Garden Club Scholarship
is awarded to the National
Winner. If the Winner is an
underclassman, the $1000
Scholarship will be held by NGC,
Inc. without accrued interest,
until such time that the student
enters college. At that time, the
money will be forwarded to the
Financial Aid Officer of the college
that the student will enter. The
second place winner will receive
$100.
•
Poetry Contest
NGC's Poetry Contest is open to
students in Kindergarten through
ninth grade. This competition
enables youth to embrace their
creativity through the art of
writing. All of the winning
entries will be compiled into a
booklet, which will be made
available to the winners.
•
High School
Distinguished Service Project
Award
This award for a high school
student in grades 9-12 is for
an outstanding civic project
making a significant

improvement for public benefit,
e.g. environment, conservation,
landscape, horticulture, recycling,
horticulture therapy, etc. A single
member club, group of member
clubs, districts or a state garden
club must sponsor the contest.
$100 will be awarded to the first
place winner and $50 to the
second place winner.
•
Youth Sculpture Contest
This contest encourages students
to keep our planet green and to
get involved with saving the
environment. Students in grades 4
through 8 are eligible to create a
sculpture of recyclable, reused
and reduced materials. The
sculpture is limited in width to
81/2 inches by 11 inches. Height
should be proportional to width.

Resources
You may visit the National
Federation website
(gardenclub.org) to learn more.
Please let me know if you are
interested in supporting these
activities and how I can help you.
I have materials that will support
the activities.
Sincerely,
Sue Talbot
corgiplace@aol.com
Youth Chairman
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The RIFGC Standard Flower Show runs concurrently with
The 2016 RI Spring Flower & Garden Show
(Theme: Spring Fling)
Thursday through Saturday, February 18th -21st
Providence Convention Center, 1 Sabin Street, Providence, RI.

RIFGC Theme: “Spring… in Living COLOR!”
Our schedule is complete and is available on our website
www.rigardenclubs.org
Thank you Candace Morgenstern for an innovative schedule!
Design Entries Co-Chairs: Barbara Blossom and Marjorie DeAngelis bblos6644@aol.com
and marjorie.d10@gmail.com. Some classes are almost filled, so hurry and sign up for
your preferred class.
Artistic Crafts Entries Chairman: Candace Morgenstern
candacemorgenstern@gmail.com
Youth Artistic Crafts: Due to Cathy Moore at the January Board meeting.
*We will need lots of help with staging etc. Sign-up in December and January
*Bernie is in charge of our raffle again this year and he would gladly receive donations
for the garden, wine, and miscellaneous baskets he creates.
*Horticulture deadline for purchasing container-grown foliage or flowering plants is
November 21, 2014.

If you have questions please ask!
Flower Show Chairman: Catherine Moore 401-348-8926
csimplymoore@cox.net
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Those of us who choose to have birds in our backyards have found that they offer much joy.
We enjoy feeding them, choosing just the right feeders and receptacles to provide water. We love
to watch their behavior, especially the little ones as they fly from the bird houses that we have set
up for them. But they do have predators. Hawks are their biggest threat. If you’re a backyard birder,
you are not happy with hawks flying around.
Here are a few things to know about hawks. They are here to stay. This is the circle of life.
The only way that you could keep hawks from coming into your yard is to stop feeding the birds.
But that is not acceptable. Just know that hawks generally travel alone since they are very
territorial. Hawks also hunt more during the winter. They prefer to hunt in the late morning or early
in the evening but travel over a wide spread area, not just one yard. Our birds could be fed just in
the morning and that would discourage the hawks but that may not be convenient to the backyard
birder. The best way to help the small birds is to always put their feeders near bushes, trees and
brush so that they may have a quick escape. Small birds are always on guard for their aerial
predators. If a hawk appears the birds all go silent, completely silent. They will remain frozen for
several moments until they are sure that the threat has left. It becomes so quiet in the yard that
one could hear a pin drop. Sometimes the bird who first sees the hawk will give out a very high
pitched whistle. Blue Jays seem to think that this is their duty and they screech until all the small
birds stay hidden and quiet.
The most common species of hawks are the Sharp Shinned Hawk in the East and the Cooper’s
Hawk in the West. These birds are protected by federal law, in fact all birds of prey are protected.
So the common sense thing to do is to have bird feeders close to bushes, trees and brush to
give the backyard birds a safe place to hide. Also beware of small bird behavior—if they are
completely quiet then you know a hawk is around. Then maybe the hungry hawk will go elsewhere
to find a tasty morsel.
Site; “Projects for the Birder’s Garden through Yankee Magazine “Backyard Bird Book” by Stokes

Jan Marcello
Chatham Village Garden Club
Bird Chairperson

Fall 2015
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Winter 2015

This time of year can be a
challenge to gardeners as we put
to rest our vegetable and flower
gardens.
A few of us try to “squeeze” a few
more growing days for certain
vegetables such as lettuce or
spinach. Also, beets, turnip,
squash, broccoli or kale can
continue to grow even with a
hard frost, in fact some will
enhance their flavor. This is the
best time to remove the weeds to
prevent further germination and
to spread lime in your gardens.
This will enrich your soil and it will
be ready for your new plantings in
the spring.
Most of us have brought indoors
our house plants before the first
frost. Please take the time to
wash down your containers and
saucers and review your house
plants for perhaps transplanting
some into larger containers or
separate and share with a friend.
Remember when you empty the
containers of annuals the
remaining soil can be added to
your perennials or trees and
shrubs in your yard which will add
some nourishment to them.
As we move into the holiday
season there are various types of

plants grown for this season. I
would like to bring your attention
to cyclamen (persicum) and
poinsettia (Euphorbiaceae) which
come in various colors now.
The cyclamen requires bright
light but avoid full sun during the
“winter” growing season. An
hour or two of direct sunlight
won’t cause too much damage
but more than that could risk
sunburn to the leaves. Keep the
soil constantly moist during the
winter months with room
temperatures between 50 and 60
degrees and fertilize adequately
with a controlled release
fertilizer.
The poinsettia plants require
indirect sunlight for at least six
hours per day. The room
temperature should range
between 68 and 70 degrees and
keep away from drafty doorways
or windows. Be sure to water the
plant thoroughly when the soil
feels dry to the touch but do not
allow the plant to sit in standing
water.
As you read the care guide above;
both plants require similar care so
you can have both perhaps in
different rooms which will
brighten up your entire home.
May you all enjoy the upcoming
holidays with families and friends.
Please take the time to
appreciate the changes in our
seasons in the Northeast with all
its vibrant colors of fall and
wintery days of warm homes,
green needle trees, shrubs and all
of nature.
Linda Alves
Horticulture Chairman

Be sure to visit the official website
of NGC at
http://gardenclub.org/
where you will find our national
president Sandra H. Robinson’s
projects which include Preserving
and Nurturing our Bio-Indicators.
There are so many options and links
to get you started with this
important initiative including The
Million Pollinator Garden Challenge.
“As members of a Garden Club, we
can certainly make a positive
difference in our community, but as
a member of National Garden
Clubs, Inc. we can make a
significant difference in our World!”
To fully access all that NGC has to
offer be sure to log in as a member.
Your user name is member and
password is flight. It couldn’t be
easier!
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Thank you to all who participated in the most successful Education Day yet. Almost 90 members enjoyed
informative presentations and a delicious boxed lunch at the Roger Williams Park Botanical Center in November.
RIFGC President Cathy Moore created stunning pumpkin succulent gardens which made for festive
Thanksgiving centerpieces. Candace Morgenstern presented “Not Your Grandmother’s Door Hanging” and
indeed her impressive designs were fresh and contemporary. New England Director Vera Bowen graciously
shared tips on preparing and transporting designs and horticulture to flower shows or exhibitions. And 1st Vice
President Blakely Szosz created dramatic planters designed to last throughout the winter. With all designs being
raffled and a wealth of shared knowledge our Education Day Chairman Sandi Tinyk pulled off another great
event!

FROM THE EDITOR…
Submissions for the next issue of the RIFGC NEWS are to be sent to RIFGC President Cathy Moore before February 1st.
The next issue is The President’s Issue and covers March, April, and May. All Club Presidents are requested to include a
report about a program or event that their club particularly enjoyed as well as your theme and current number of
members. Additionally feel free to submit photographs and articles of past or upcoming events as well as dates for
events you feel the membership should know about. I hope you enjoy this issue of the NEWSBlakely Szosz
NEWS Chairman
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We need more judges in RI!
Do you know of anyone in your club who enjoys floral design and horticulture, that might consider attending
Flower Show School?
What are the requirements?
1. Be an active member of an NGC garden club.
2. Own the Handbook for Flower Shows.
3. Reads the books on the required reading list as they apply to each course.

4. Attends the four courses of NGC Flower Show Schools in their entirety and takes and passes all tests with
a grade of 70 or above.
Our RI Judges’ Council offers a scholarship for those students attending their second, third and fourth courses.
This scholarship pays the registration fee for those courses.
The FS Courses are taught by Accredited FS judges, and are educational and fun. You learn the basics of Floral
Design, Horticulture, and Flower Show Procedure. You also learn how to point score exhibits and judge them, and
how to write a Flower Show Schedule.
This is a very rewarding opportunity to expand your knowledge and interest in horticulture and design, even if you
do not plan to become a judge as all garden club members are eligible to attend these schools upon payment of
the registration fee.
If you have questions about these schools, or are interested in attending, please email or phone me.
Sue Redden
RI Flower Show Schools Chairman
sueredden@verizon.net
401-245-8215.

Lisa Pollack thanks Cathy Moore, Blakely Szosz, Vera Bowen, Sue Redden, and BJ Stephens for
presenting at Angle Tree’s October meeting. Their program represented the past, present and future
of RIFGC and was titled “A Fresh Look at the Federation”. Lisa encourages other clubs to have them
speak.
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… a few considerations for winter reading, holiday gifts, or lazy days on trips to warmer climates

"Ah yet, ere I descend to the grave
May I a small house and a garden have;
And a few friends, and many books, both true
Both wise and both delightful too!"
- Abraham Cowley (1618-1667)
For some people, reading about gardening is almost as enjoyable as actually getting out and planting. The titles on this list are about
gardens, gardeners, and gardening, and range from the practical to mysteries to historical novels to biographies and garden history.

Non-Fiction
The Invention of Nature: Alexander Humboldt’s New World, is one of the hottest
new books of the season. British historian Andrea Wulf, also the author of The Brother
Gardeners: Botany, Empire and the Birth of an Obsession, and Founding Gardeners: the
revolutionary generation, nature, and the shaping of the American nation has written a
riveting biography of "a visionary, a thinker far ahead of his time," who "revolutionized
the way we see the natural world." Explorer and naturalist Alexander von Humboldt
(1769-1859) was the public face of science during his era, and is considered one of the
fathers of environmentalism. In his incredibly active life as traveler, writer, lecturer, and
influential friend of artists, poets, and scientists, he changed our views and beliefs that
Man alone was lord of the Earth to Huboldt’s consideration of the earth as, in Wulf’s
words, “a great living organism where everything was connected, conceiving a bold new
vision of nature that still affects how we understand the world.” A grueling 1799-1804
expedition through the jungles of Latin America was the beginning of a lifetime of travels,
lectures and writing in the U.S. and Europe, for the remainder of his life.
Frederick Law Olmstead: Writings on Landscape, Culture, and Society This is considered to be the
biggest and best single-volume collection ever published of the fascinating and wide-ranging writings of a
vitally important nineteenth century cultural figure whose work continues to shape our world today. Without
question, America’s foremost landscape architect and urban planner, Frederick Law Olmsted (1822–1903)
was a man of unusually diverse talents and interests, and the arc of his life and writings traces the most
significant developments of nineteenth century American history. His brilliant designs for some of the
country’s most beloved public spaces include New York’s Central Park, Prospect Park in Brooklyn, Boston’s
“Emerald Necklace,” the Biltmore Estate in North Carolina, the grounds of the U.S. Capitol, and many others.
100 original letters, newspaper dispatches, travel sketches, essays, editorials, design proposals, official
reports, reflections on aesthetics, and autobiographical memories comprise this deluxe Library of America
collection, illustrated with a 32-page color portfolio of Olmsted’s design sketches, architectural plans, and
contemporary photographs.
The Lost Gardens of Heligan by Tim Smit. A handsomely illustrated record of the discovery & revival of a
magnificent Victorian estate, hailed by The Times of London as the garden restoration of the century.
Featuring 200 color photographs, this award-winning book was a #1 best seller in Britain.
H Is For Hawk by Helen MacDonald. Helen MacDonald’s beautifully written memoir, H Is For Hawk, is
especially poignant as a record of how she was able to deal with the loss of her father through her
determination to tame a goshawk. A beautifully written account certain to completely engage the reader.
Heirloom Harvest: Modern Daguerreotypes of Historic Garden Treasures by Amy Goldman. On two
hundred acres in the Hudson Valley, Amy Goldman grows heirloom fruits and vegetables--an orchard full of
apples, pears, and peaches; plots of squash, melons, cabbages, peppers, tomatoes, eggplants, and beets.
The president of the New York Botanical Garden has called her "perhaps the world's premier vegetable
gardener." It's her life's work, and she's not only focused on the pleasures of cultivating the land and feeding
her family--she's also interested in preserving our agricultural heritage, beautiful and unique heirlooms that
truly are organic treasures. These varieties have been preserved in images using a historical daguerreotype
process by photographer Jerry Spagnoli, resulting in an exquisite volume. Continued next page…
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The Princess's Garden: The Untold Story of Kew and the Birth of British Gardening by Vanessa
Berridge. Nowhere is the British passion for horticulture felt so deeply than in the design of its famous
gardens and public parks. The roots of this obsession can be traced to the nation’s power in the 18 th century
when the Empire and its trade across the globe were at their height. This exalted position resulted in a
fascination with exotic new plants, which found their way into the country’s grand gardens such as Kew, and
increasingly around the world. This is a story of three original thinkers, starting with the Georgian prince
whose patronage made it all possible.
Beatrix: The Gardening Life of Beatrix Jones Farrand (1872-1959) by Jane Brown
Designer for more than 200 gardens, including the famous Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, DC, her many
clients were the Rockefellers, the Morgans and the White House. One of America's pre-eminent landscape
designers, she was the niece of Edith Wharton, for whom she created the gardens of The Mount in Lenox,
MA.
The Roots of My Obsession: Thirty Great Gardeners Reveal Why They Garden by Thomas C. Cooper
Essential for everyone whose passion is gardening.
Tulipomania: The Story of the World's Most Coveted Flower & the Extraordinary Passions It
Aroused by Mike Dash
Garden to Vase: Growing and Using Your Own Cut Flowers by Linda Beutler;

Fiction
The White Garden: A Novel of Virginia Woolf by Barron, Stephanie
A literary mystery set 60 years after the death of Virginia Woolf at Sissinghurst Castle, the gardens of which
were created by Woolf’s lover, Vita Sackville-West.
The Language of Flowers by Diffenbaugh, Vanessa
This best-selling debut novel chronicles the attempts of a homeless 18-year-old former foster child to
make a life for herself in San Francisco. Emotionally scarred from a series of living arrangements, she is
unable to trust, love, or even to express herself with words, resulting in her reliance on the Victorian
language of flowers to communicate: dahlias for "dignity"; rhododendron for "beware." This knowledge of
an obscure language soon lands her a job selling flowers, where she meets a man who not only speaks her
language, but also holds a crucial key to her past, enabling her to come to grips with a devastating childhood
and to learn to trust. I loved this book!
Murder at the Flower Show, Neil Sanders. Part of a series, all with gardening as a background.

Books for Children
The Frightened Frog: An Environmental Tale: available only through National Garden
Club. Copies will be available for purchase at the December Holiday luncheon!
Linnea in Monet’s Garden, Cristina Bjork: a classic combination of art history and Monet’s
garden at Giverny, appropriate for young readers
Charlotte in Giverny by Joan MacPhail-Knight, a more recent (2000) title which also reveals a young girl’s
visit to the famous garden, written as a journal with beautiful illustrations.
Thea Stilton and The Great Tulip Heist by Thea Stilton. 9adventure, detective fiction, tulips, Netherlands)
Edie & the Garden Fairy by Daisy Meadows (faeries, magic, environmentalism)
Mr. Happy & Miss Grimm by Antonie Schneider (neighbors, gardening, attitudes)
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett (A Classic!). (gardens, children, Yorkshire)
Octopus’ Garden by Ringo Starr (gardens, octopuses, children’s songs)
Sidewalk Flowers by JonArno Lawson, (wildflowers, fathers and children, picture book)
Happy Holidays/Happy Reading!
Sandi Tinyk, Books Chairman

